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Lausanne Opera 

"Opera for the Masses"

Playing in a 1000-seat theatre à l'italienne, the opera season includes

ballet performances, conferences, chamber music, recitals and of course,

five or six actual operas. It attracts almost 40,000 people per year. Prices

vary depending on what you see and where you see it.

 +41 21 315 40 20  www.opera-lausanne.ch/  opera@lausanne.ch  Avenue du Théâtre 12,

Lausanne

 by Olivier Bruchez   

Espace Culturel des Terreaux 

"Multi-Disciplinary Cultural Center"

This cultural center is situated in the church of the same name in

Lausanne. Espace Culturel des Terreaux offers a wide range of activities

including art exhibitions, concerts, theatrical productions for adults as well

as children, and debates. Its patron church was established in 1890.

 +41 21 320 0046  www.terreaux.org/  direction@terreaux.org  rue de l'Ale 31, Lausanne
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Unsplash   

Theatre Sévelin 36 

"Contemporary Dance Productions"

Théâtre Sévelin 36 opened in 1995 and is entirely dedicated to

contemporary dance. It is a creative workshop where the Philippe Saire

company regularly presents shows. Other companies also perform in this

venue. Various festivals take place here throughout the year when there

are free performances.

 +41 21 620 0010  www.theatresevelin36.ch/  info@theatresevelin36.ch  avenue de Sévelin 36,

Lausanne

 by Samuel Sianipar on 

Unsplash   

Théâtre de Beaulieu 

"Multi-Purpose Theater"

This large theater is a major center, well-equipped for conferences and

exhibitions in Lausanne. The program is varied: regular recitals, musicals,

ballet and opera are usually hosted here. Theater productions are also

staged, often featuring world-renowned shows on tour. Visit Théâtre de

Beaulieu to get your dose of enchanting performances.

 +41 21 643 2211  www.theatredebeaulieu.c

h/

 info@theatredebeaulieu.ch  avenue des Bergières 10,

Lausanne
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